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ABSTRACT 

The paper details the computaional modelling work to deine a new type of responsive material sys-
tem based on geneically engineered bacteria cells. We introduce the discipline of syntheic biology 
and show how it may be possible to program a cell to respond geneically to inputs from its environ-
ment. We propose a system of syntheic biocemening, where engineered cells, living within a soil 
matrix, respond to pore pressure changes in their environment when the soil is loaded by synthesising 
new material and strengthening the soil. We develop a prototype CAD system which maps geneic 
responses of individual bacteria cells to geotechnical models of stress and pore pressure. We show 
diferent gene promoter sensiiviies may make substanial changes to paterns of consolidaion. We 
conclude by indicaing future research in this area which combines both in vivo and in silico work.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will introduce a computer model for a novel type 
of material-based design computaion. Our model is based on 
bacteria which are engineered to sense pressure changes in their 
environment. Our project involves in vivo (within the living) experi-
ments to idenify genes which respond to pressure by regulaing 
their expression, but our paper will focus on the in silico (in the 
computer) component of the project to map values of gene ex-
pression into a geophysical context. The project has the broader 
aim of developing a system of intelligent material synthesis, where 
bacteria, growing within soils or soil-like matrices, could respond 
to mechanical change by producing materials to improve soil re-
sistance. Such a system could be implemented without the need 
for soil excavaions since the bacteria could be seeded and would 
grow throughout the soil matrix. Advances in computaional pro-
cesses have enabled modelling and simulaion to be conducted 
much earlier in the design process and computaional models 
are used to synthesise design outcomes. For example, process-
es based on material design computaion use models of material 
performance to ind the opimal form for a structure based on 
the most eicient distribuion of materials given a set of design 
requirements (Oxman and Rosenberg 2007). We propose a new 
design process based on systems in which both modelling and 
manufacture are combined into an engineered biological system. 
In this case, the designer does not deine the material form, but 
rather designs a system where the material is synthesised in direct 
response to an environmental context. 

While we will highlight the in vivo factors in designing such a sys-
tem, this paper focuses on the in silico part of our process through 
the development of a modelling and ediing tool which bridges 
the design of individual DNA molecules and the large-scale physi-
cal modelling of volumes of soil. The project is conducted us-
ing knowledge from syntheic biology, which will be introduced 
here. By describing the demonstrator applicaion and the results 
obtained from it, we will show how it may be possible to design 
material forms through geneic manipulaion of living cells, thus 
extending the work of material-based design computaion into a 
new sort of in vivo material computaion. Our staring point is to 
consider a design scenario where a heavy load is placed on a weak 
soil. We imagine an engineered bacteria, living in the soil, that is 
capable of sensing pore pressure changes within the soil and re-
sponding by producing material to solidify the soil matrix. Such a 
system would create a syntheic foundaion beneath the struc-
ture. However, designing such a system is not straighforward, 
and as we shall show here, the computaional modelling illustrates 
some unforeseen emergent properies of such a system. 

BACKGROUND

Synthetic biology

Before describing the applicaion, it is worth briely introducing 
the aims of syntheic biology and some basic biological under-
standing. The aim of syntheic biology, according to the Royal So-
ciety of Engineers is to “design and engineer biologically based 
parts, novel devices and systems as well as redesigning exising, 
natural biological systems” (Voigt 2012). 

All living cells contain chromosomes which are long chains of de-
oxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules made of smaller molecules 
know as nucleoides of adenine, thymine, guanine and cytosine 
(abbreviated as A, T, G and C). Deined sequences of nucleoides 
can be grouped into genes. Genes are the molecular units of he-
redity and are transcribed by an enzyme called RNA polymerase 
into messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA). The mRNA is then read 
by molecular machines know as ribosomes and translated into 
proteins (long chains of amino acids) according to the codes car-
ried by the genes. Proteins, in turn, provide the structural parts of 
a living cell and drive the cell’s metabolism (see Figure 2). Impor-
tantly for syntheic biology, the expression of genes is regulated. 
In many cases, genes are not simply being expressed consituive-
ly, but are turned on or of depending on whether the cell needs 
their product at a given ime. The regulaion of gene expression, 
it is proposed, can be harnessed by building gene circuits. Regions 
of DNA can be broken into ‘parts,’ which not only encode for the 
proteins (genes), but also have promoter regions which, through 
their interacion with other molecules in the cell, can either inhibit 
or promote the transcripion of a gene. Other parts include areas 
for the ribosome to bind when translaion is iniiated (ribosome-
binding sites) and terminators which indicate the transcripion of 
a gene. These diferent parts can be assembled into ‘devices,’ as 
shown in Figure 3. Promoters can be used to control a single gene 
or a gene cluster and diferent promoters are sensiive to diferent 
chemical or physical condiions within the cell. By recombining 
promoters that are sensiive to a speciic condiion with genes 
that express a protein or proteins that we want to produce, we can 
create new geneic circuits. 

An important factor in this project is that a gene can rarely be said 
to have been turned on or of, but rather their expression is up- 
or downregulated. Expression proiles can be mapped for speciic 
genes showing the geneic response (in terms of the amount of a 
gene product produced) against a given input. In our case, we are 
interested in potenially pressure-sensiive genes; i.e. the expres-
sion of the genes that will be regulated by changing pressures in 
their environment.    
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Design basis in biology

In our project, we hypothesised the existence of a pressure-sensi-
ive gene or genes in the bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli). Pressure 
sensing systems have been discovered in bacteria, including E.coli 

(Welch et al. 1993). We performed transcriptome shotgun se-
quencing (RNA-seq) to annotate and quanify all mRNAs present-
ed in E. coli cells under higher pressure and compare them with 
the control, that is, E. coli cells under normal atmospheric pressure. 
Using this technique, we have ideniied 122 genes which are up-
regulated at pressures of 10atm, and 16 which are downregulated 
(deined by genes which have a more than 3 fold change in their 
expression when compared to normal atmospheric pressure).

In our system, we want to locate one or more pressure-sensiive 
gene promoters. Using this pressure-sensiive promoter, we can 
then build a gene circuit which controls the synthesis of extra cel-
lular materials. In this way, soils would be cemented where pres-
sures were highest. 

 

Dynamic behaviour of saturated soils

The proposed system requires an understanding of the behaviour 
of granular materials (like soils) under load and the relaionship be-
tween this behaviour and the environment of the bacteria cell it-
self. In this paper, we are interested in saturated soils which would 
carry bacteria and the nutrients that enable them to survive.  

In saturated soils, the pores between the grains are illed with 
water. In unloaded sediments, the pressures in the pore water 
are hydrostaic over the depth of the soil layer, but as saturated 
sediments are loaded, pore pressures can locally increase, which 

exerts a counteracing force in the material. Because water is in-
compressible, a load will cause a localised increase in pore pres-
sure before the water is allowed to low away from the pores and 
pressure is equalized throughout the system. This implies that 
luid low through the material must be slow or stagnant, thus al-
lowing pockets of saturated sediment to build diferent pressures 
(Bredehoet and Hanshaw 1968).

Pore pressure is deined as “the pressure of the luid in the voids 
(pores) between the individual grains comprising a soil’s matrix” 
(Strout and Tjelta 2005). Pore pressure is important because it is a 
factor in the fundamental geotechnical concept of efecive stress, 
where actual stress is calculated as total stress minus pore pres-
sure. Pore pressure is therefore a funcion of:

• The permeability of the soil.
• The amount of excess pressure
• The length of the drainage path through the soil.

The restructuring process of a saturated soil under loading is 
known as consolidaion. 

DEVELOPING THE IN SILICO MODEL

An in silico model was developed to examine the verical stress 
and pore pressure encountered by soils under load and map soil 
mechanics over ime. Speciically, the model looks at the iniial 
verical stress developed in a soil under load and the transiion 
from pore pressure to stress within the soil skeleton. This is then 
used to predict how bacteria in diferent locaions within the soil 

Thinking Soils Dade-Robertson et al.
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2 Schemaic illustraion of the ‘central dogma’ in biology, the processes of transla-
ion and transcripion from DNA to proteins

3 Diagram of a geneic ‘device’ consising of a promoter which regulates the genes 
transcripion into mRNA, a ribosome binding site (RBS) which recruits the ribo-
some which iniiates the process of translaion and a gene which encodes for a 
protein. The diagram is produced using SBOL (Syntheic Biology Open Language) 
visual 
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might respond in terms of the regulaion of a pressure-sensiive 
gene promoter. A graphical user interface was built to allow the 
model to be explored interacively and for the results to be visual-
ized dynamically (see Figure 4).  

Modeling verical stress
The verical stress model is based on the Bossinesq equaion 
(Bossinesq 1871) (iniially adapted for point loads and based on 
the simulaion of wave propagaion), which assumes a saturated, 
homogeneous, isotropic, elasic material. Whilst this is not strictly 
true for soils, it has proven to be suiciently accurate for most 
geotechnical contexts, although its limitaion will be discussed 
later. The Bossinesq equaion is then coupled with an equaion 
which calculates the inluence of a load distributed over a rectan-
gular foundaion. While inluence of a load on a rectangular foun-
daion will also occur outside the limits of the foundaion plate 
itself, this mode only simulates the distribuion of stress directly 
underneath a foundaion (where the most signiicant stress would 
be expected). The process, as deined by (Tomlinson 2001), is in 
two stages. For each point of interest beneath the foundaion, two 
values are required:

• m = b/z

• n = l/z

where b is the breadth of the foundaion, l is the length of the 
foundaion and z is the depth at the point of measurement. In 
the case of a rectangular foundaion, for each point of interest 
the foundaion is split into four rectangles by lines intersecing at 
point O as seen in Figure 5.  

4

5

4 Annotated screenshot of simulaion 
sotware developed for the 
geotechnical simulaions.

5 Diagram to illustrate the method of 
calculaion of stress underneath a 
rectangular load.

For each rectangle, an inluence value is calculated using values 
for length and breadth (11 or 1

2
 and b1 or b

2
) and the depth of 

the point of interest (z). Using values obtained for m and n, in 
each case the following equaions are used to calculate the inlu-
ence (I) of each rectangle using equaions taken from (Newmark 
1935):

(1)
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When m2 + n2 + 1 is larger than m2n2 the value for I ends up as a 
negaive so this equaion is used instead:

The inluence is calculated for each of the four rectangles and the 
stress for point P (�) can then be calculated using the equaion:

where q is the load per square meter over the foundaion.
To build up a proile of stresses underneath the foundaion, these 
equaions were implemented in sotware code to systemaically 
iterate over a matrix of points beneath the foundaion and return 
a stress value for each point.
The code was implemented in Processing (v. 2.2.1), a program-
ming environment developed at MIT and used predominantly for 
visualisaion. The Processing language is based on Java and uses 
the same syntax and structure, but has the advantages of built-
in libraries for graphics processing and presentaion and a simpli-
ied programming environment. This makes it a useful language 
for generaing quick sotware ‘sketches’ and quickly developing 
complex visualisaions which may require many more lines of code 
or the extensive use of external libraries in other programming 

(2)

(3)

languages. 

The code implements a type of inite element analysis, where the 
area underneath the loaded foundaion is split into voxels. The 
values for each point in the voxel matrix was calculated using the 
equaions described above for each posiion in the grid. The out-
put of the Inluence equaion was validated using lookup table 
from Tomlinson (2001). 

Figure 6 shows the typical output from a rendering that maps 
verical stresses through a volume of soil 8x8x10 loaded with 
200,000 kN. In this case, points at 3 cm intervals are analysed 
through the soil volume. The resuling visualisaions show two 
types of rendering, where each voxel is given a colour value where 
either red indicates higher stress and green indicates low stress 
or isobars depict blocks of red shades indicaing diferent stress 
ranges. The visualisaions are also shown with secions taken at 
diferent points through the soil volume. 

Modeling pore pressure dissipaion with ime
The verical stress through a material given a constant load does 
not change. However, in the context of soils, stress will be trans-
ferred from pore pressure to the soil skeleton over ime. In satu-
rated soils, it is assumed that the iniial load will be taken enirely 
by pore pressure, but that as water lows out of the pores, the 
water pressure in the material will dissipate and the load will even-
tually be taken enirely by the soil skeleton. The speed and spaial 
distribuion of this is important for this study, as the proposed 
system depends on the soil maintaining high pore pressures long 

Thinking Soils Dade-Robertson et al.

6 Simulaions used to show the magnitude of verical stresses under an 8m x8m rat foundaion with a total stress of 200,000 kN. The images show two diferent visualisa-
ions based on (a) contours and (b) a coninuous gradient.
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enough for the bacteria to detect and respond to the higher pres-
sure levels. 

In civil engineering, it is rarely necessary to do detailed calcula-
ions of pore pressure changes underneath a foundaion. The pro-
cess of consolidaion leads to the soil underneath a load being 
compressed, and civil engineers are required to understand the 
maximum bearing load for a given soil and the ime and magni-
tude of setlement. To this end, civil engineers tend to use a one-
dimensional model of consolidaion which assumes that pressure 
is even across the underneath of a foundaion and that water 
lows upwards to the lowest areas of pressure on top of the soil. 
There are two and three-dimensional models of pore pressure, but 
these are complex and computaionally expensive to implement. 
In this case, a one-dimensional method based on Darcy equaions 
of low (Atkinson 1993) has been chosen. The equaion—which 
assumes that the low of water through the soil is upwards as pore 
pressure rises—calculates the velocity of low (V) based on the 
known coeicients of permeability for diferent soils (k), the unit 
weight of water (�w), the excess pore pressure (�ū) in the locaion 
and the depth of point of interest in the soil (��).

The velocity is used to calculate the rate at which the pore pres-
sure will subside. The efect shown by running simulaions over 
ime is that the areas closest to the top of the soil surface (the 

underside of the foundaion rat) tend to dissipate quickly, while 
deeper points tend to show slower low velociies. 

Modeling integraion with gene data
The diferent models were implemented in the same code and a 
graphical user interface was developed that allowed the diferent 
simulaion modes to be accessed and run and for the variables to 
be edited using sliders. The interface allowed for diferent simula-
ions to be run quickly and without accessing the main code and 
for the results to be output as images or as 3D models for further 
analysis. In addiion, the dynamic pressure values were referenced 
against hypotheical gene promoter proiles that simulate gene 
expression as measured in terms of enzyme acivity (measured 
as U mg-1). The units in this instance, however, are less impor-
tant than the relaive expression, which areindicated as promoter 
proiles on editable graphs on the let hand side of the interface. 
These promoter proiles could be adjusted and the test rerun. Two 
scenarios were modelled in this context. In the irst scenario, a 
pressure-sensing promoter is placed on the same gene as a hypo-
theical material synthesis gene. In other words, both the sensing 
and material synthesis are done as part of the same geneic de-
vice in the same organisms (see Figure 6). In the second scenario, 
two devices are modelled—imagining two diferent organisms with 
two diferent geneic circuits. In cell type 1 genes, the pressure-
sensing promoter is connected to a gene which codes for a sig-
nalling molecule. A signalling molecule is a substance that can be 
exported outside the cell and detected by other cells. The second 
cell contains a device with a promoter that is sensiive to the sig-

7 Example simulaion of pore pressure dissipaion over ime.

(4)
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nalling molecule expressed by Device 1. The promoter belonging 
to Device 2 is used to control the material synthesis gene. Both 
scenarios were run with diferent loads, diferent soil permeabil-
ity and scenario two was run for diferent promoter proiles for 
Device 2. In this case, the cube size at each point in the matrix is 
proporional to the level of gene expression from the product of 
Device 2. A secion is also cut through the soil volume to show the 
internal proile of the soil matrix (see Figure 8). 
The computaional model was run for various loading scenarios on 
a 10 m x 10 m rat foundaion with an analysis depth of 10 meters.  

RESULTS

Spaial distribuion of high pore pressure 
The stress models shown in Figure 6 illustrate the uneven nature 
of stress transfer through the soil with comparaively low pressure 
directly underneath the foundaion and a zone of high pressure 
some distance below. However, these results need to be treated 
with cauion. The method for calculaing verical stress assumes 
that the material being analysed is an elasic solid. Whilst this 
model (based on the wave theory of Bossenesq) is oten used in 
soil mechanics for modelling basic consolidaion, more sophisi-
cated models exist. The stress characterisics are likely to vary for 
diferent soil types. It is anicipated that further research will show 
that it is unlikely that stress distribuions in many types of soil 
would appear as they do in Figure 6, and that the highest stress 
should be felt directly below the foundaion plate (see for example 
(Powrie 2014)).

While this verical stress model needs more development, the 
model of pore pressure changes with ime, which shows that an 

Thinking Soils Dade-Robertson et al.
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8 Annotated screenshot of simulaion 
sotware developed for the 
geotechnical simulaions.

9  Visualisaions to show gene 
expression levels in a three 
dimensional volume of soil given 
the interacion of two gene circuits 
where the product of pressure 
regulated Device 1 regulates 
the expression of Device 2. The 
simulaions are based on diferent 
response proiles for Device 2. The 
size of the cubes in each matrix 
indicates the relaive level of 
expression and the colors indicate 
levels of stress in the soil. 

8
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area of high pressure persising deep into the soil volume (see 
igure 7) is more reasonable as the water deeper into the volume 
of soil has further to travel. This is, however, a theoreical case and 
should also be invesigated in more realisic geotechnical contexts 
where, for example, there is the presence of bedrock or soils with 
variable porosiies. Any boundary between a porous material and 
a non- or less-porous material would usually be considered as a 
means of water escape and many standard geotechnical models 
assume water escaping verically and horizontally. To cope with 
these more complex situaions, the model would have to be devel-
oped to a full model for 3 dimensional consolidaion.   

Gene expression in the soil volume

In the absence of detailed data on pressure sensiivity at the mag-
nitudes of pore pressure highlighted in this study, this aspect of 
the research is largely hypotheical. However, the applicaion of 
hypotheical data has proven to be valuable and has highlighted 
some design challenges and potenials of our proposed system. 
Using hypotheical data has also enabled us to build a framework 
on which real data can be interpreted. 

The model has been developed while assuming a pressure-sensi-
ive promoter with a similar proile but which is an order of mag-
nitude more sensiive, thus showing acivity between 1MPa and 
5MPa. Running the simulaion with diferent loads shows that, for 
loads that exceed the peak promoter sensiivity, zones of low gene 
acivity exist within the highest pressure areas of the soil volume. 
The situaion becomes more complicated if the model simulates 
a device containing a pressure-sensiive promoter that signals to 
another device with its own sensiivity to the signalling product of 
Device 1 as shown in Figure 9. The simulaions show gene expres-
sion levels 20 minutes ater loading for a range of diferent proiles 
for Device 2, including proiles with peaks of acivity and situa-
ions where the promoter is posiively and negaively regulated 
by the product of the irst geneic device. The results show a wide 
range of expression paterns with some of the most interesing 
results demonstraing an interference-like efect resuling in two 
bands of high or low expression. 

These results have potenial implicaions for design. In a syntheic 
consolidaion system, the appearance of low areas of gene ex-
pression within high-pressure areas of the soil matrix could cause 
problems of instability and their efects may need to be miigated. 
For example, using soils with comparaively higher porosity would 
mean that areas of highest pressure would diminish quickly, thus 
bringing the pressurized volume of soil within the range of the 
pressure-sensiive promoter. More than one type of promoter 
sensiive to diferent pressure ranges and sensiiviies to the signal 
of Device 1 might also be tried. 

These results might, however, also ofer design potenial. By 
combing promoters with diferent sensiiviies through a signalling 

system, the designer might have ight controls over the morphol-
ogy of the consolidated soils. While the immediate applicaions for 
such a process are not clear, it might be possible to imagine a pro-
cess whereby underground structures are created using consoli-
dated soils, where the more friable material is excavated, thereby 
leaving caverns and holes in the ground. When combined with 
diferent paterns of loading, complex structures could be created 
in this way. 

To explore this further, a beter understanding of how syntheic 
consolidaion would occur would need to be developed with ref-
erence to threshold values for meaningful levels of consolidaion—
i.e. when the resuling material can be considered substanially 
more load-bearing than the material around it. The current model 
also doesn’t take into account the fact that the process of con-
solidaion itself will change the dynamics of pore pressure and 
prevent the low of water from leaving the pores. This may mean 
that high pressure areas will persist in the pores permanently, and 
will in turn change the dynamics of consolidaion.  

CONCLUSION

Limitaions of this study
There are limitaions to this analysis. Currently these broad values 
for pore pressure are obtained from standard formulas based on 
soils which are saturated with water. A bacteria mix is likely to be 
much thicker than water and the liquid low through the soils will 
be slower, thus maintaining higher pressures in the soil for each 
condiion longer. 

The narrow range of loading values should also be expanded. The 
current values of loading are orders of magnitude higher than the 
bearing capacity of most soils because much of the research con-
ducted so far on pressure sensing in bacteria is concerned with 
responses of high pressures. Based on our in vivo work, we believe 
that there are promoters which are sensiive to much smaller pres-
sure changes and the model needs to be developed to relect this. 

The model also does not take into account many of the microbio-
logical parameters which would need to be considered. It is likely, 
for example, that the bacteria would not distribute themselves 
evenly through the soil; rather, they would migrate to the surface 
where oxygen levels are highest. The models would need to take 
these factors into consideraion.   

Implicaions and future work
While there are limitaions in the model described here, the ediing 
interface hints at a new type of CAD applicaion which connects 
the behavior of cells, deined at the molecular level (at scales of 
nanometers) with consolidaion paterns measured in meters. The 
sensiivity of the promoter parts, shown here as editable graphs, is 
hypotheical. But as our in vivo work develops, we should be able 
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to plot promoter sensiivity for a selecion of our known pressure 
sensiive genes, and in the future, we may be able to edit pro-
moters to give us the desired sensiivity proile—sculping mate-
rial responses to force by altering sequences of DNA and through 
the interacion of many diferent geneic devices and engineered 
organisms. This work also hints at the possibility of extending our 
applicaion domain. In addiion to formally characterizing the pro-
iles of pressure-sensing promoters, therefore, we have begun to 
extend the experimental work to growing the bacteria in hydro-
gels. Hydrogels act for us as a surrogate soil with some similariies 
with weak clay-type soils. The bacteria can grow through the 3D 
matrix of the hydrogel material and we can visualize their growth 
and acivity in three dimensions. Our aim will be to build an en-
gineered bacterium using our newly discovered pressure-sensing 
promoter. The pressure-sensing promoter will be connected to a 
signaling molecule (such as green luorescent protein [GFP]) so 
that we can visualize the promoter acivity in a volume of hydro-
gel. Figures 10 and 11 show us beginning to test the mechanical 
properies of hydrogels and visualizing bacteria which glow as they 
express GFP producion. Such a demonstrator would indicate the 
irst steps towards a new type of responsive material which might 
have much broader architectural applicaions. 
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